CONTENTS
I ntroduction
The subject of this paper is the simultaneous ideal theory of a pair of integral domains 9t and 0 2 91, of which 91 is integrally closed, and 0 integrally dependent on 91. It is assumed that the quotient field Lo f 0 is a finite separable extension of the quotient field K o device of quotient rings effects a preliminary simplification in many of the proofs; the quotient rings 91$ and 0 5, with respect to any existent multiplicatively closed set S of non zero elements of 9?, also satisfy the above basic postulates for 91 and 0 . Another method of preliminary simplification, valuable in the discussion of ramification theory, is the ad junction of Kronecker indeterminates. Such indeterminates (algebraically independent over K) are denoted by yo r z ; in connexion with the regular representation of Z, t regarded as adjoined to K. This method is expedited by the known fact that ...,ym] and 0 [y 1# ...,ym ] also satisfy the above postulates for 91 and 0 . In particular, 9..., is integrally closed, and the degree ofZ(yl5 ...,yO T ) over K (yl}... ) is equal to the degree of L over K. Integral domains satisfying the conditions imposed on 91 and 0 are of common occurrence in algebraic geometry; the resulting interplay of geometrical and ideal-theoretic ideas makes such cases of outstanding interest.
The main results of this paper are given in Part I. The investigation is modelled on the well-known theory of the 'classical' case when 91 is an integrally closed domain in which the (maximal and) weak minimal conditions for ideals hold. The simpler theory of the discriminant-and different-ideals, complementary modules, and norms, is assembled in § § 1 to 3. Problems involving the structure of the extended ideal p 0 of a prime ideal p of 9?-• ramification theory-are introduced in § 4, where certain fundamental theorems of Krull are stated. The rest of Part I is concerned with ramification theory. The theorems of § § 6 and 7 are valid for strongly convergent prime ideals, a new concept defined in § 5; these theorems are generalizations of those clustering round the classical Different-Theorem. If the maximal condition (Hilbert basis condition) holds in % every prime ideal of 9t is strongly convergent. The theorems of § 6 hold, more generally, for convergent prime ideals. The class of convergent prime ideals also includes the maximal ideal of any rank 1 valuation ring. Part II is essentially an appendix; the results given briefly in § §8 and 9 are often needed in Part I. The counter-examples in § 10 have some bearing on the theory of conver gent prime ideals. # * For the purposes of this paper, an integral domain (besides being a commutative ring without null-factors) is required to have unity distinct from zero. The null ideal, but not the unit ideal, is included amongst the prime ideals of an integral domain. The quotient process is used in the following form : if m is an 9Tsubmodule of L, and n any subset of L, m : tt is the set of all oceL such that an ^m . Ideals, unless otherwise specified, are fractional idealsj. 'Integrally closed' is used in the sense adopted by Krull. J A monic polynomial in * is one with leading coefficient unity, as in Albert (1937) . It should be observed th at 3 P denotes the quotient ring of 3 with respect to the system of elements 51 not in p, and that the isolated component of an integral (5-ideal with respect to the same system is denoted similarly. A polynomial over 91 (i.e. with coefficients in 91) is congruent to zero modulo an 91-ideal if all its coefficients belong to that ideal. Any other questions of terminology can be settled by reference to my paper (Grundy 1942) .
Conventions. The following notation is used throughout Part I: 91 denotes an integrally closed domain with quotient field K, L a separable extensi and 3 ^ 91 an integral domain integrally dependent on % with quotient field
The letter p stands for a prime ideal of 91. All further restrictions are stated in the enunciation of the results concerned. The symbols £),b, e, c( ), and * have a fixed significance defined in § 1. A supplementary list of conventions governing the notation will be found in § 4.
PA R T I

F u n d a m en ta l constructions
The ideas introduced in this section are closely connected with the regular representation of L As far as (1.8) the results are standard in the classical theory, and their generalization calls for scarcely any alteration of the proofs. § Theorems 1 and 2, on the other hand, deal with a problem which is not in doubt in the classical case.
It is familiar that the characteristic coefficients of any element a of <3 are elements of 91. The norm N (a ), trace T(a), and discriminant D(a) belong to 91, and the different 3 . (This notation is similar to that in § 9. We reserve x for the dummy variable appearing in characteristic and minimal polynomials.) Since a is a root of its characteristic polynomial the basis complementary to l,a , ...,a"-1 is 7o/^(a)> •••>7«-i/^(a) j here the are defined by the identity/ ( a ;) = ( Definitions. The discriminant-ideal X) of © over 91 is the 91-ideal generated by all discriminants D(at9 ...,a") («!,...,■«*€©), The different-ideal% b of © over 91 is the ©-ideal generated by the differents d(<x), for all o c e© . The letter e stands for the module complement t For any 91-submodule 9ft of L, T(9ft) denotes the set of all T(y) (y e 9ft). Clearly T(9ft) is an 91-sub module of 1C. + Previous work involving the different-ideal seems to have been carried out under strong finitenessconditions. The different-ideal does, however, appear implicitly in Zariski's work (1939, 1940) , where 91 is a polynomial ring 5 it also occurs in a special case in Schmeidler (1928).
In the classical theory, the different-ideal is defined to be S :e ; but the only property of S :c required for the classical ramification theorem is that, in the cases considered, it coincides with our b. Further support for our definition is gained from Theorem 13, where the significance of b is made plain. The ramification theorem of Grell (1936), on the other hand, seems to favour the classical definition. If it should turn out that both b and S : e have to be retained in the general theory, it may be best to reserve the classical term 'rami fication ideal' for the latter. The connexion between b and t is examined in § 2.
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Evidently e contains 0 , and admits multiplication by 0 , while it follows from Theorem 17 that </(a)'C2 91 [a] ,-for any a e 0 . Thus e is an 0-ideal such that e 2 0 , be 2 0 . Another property of e, expressed by the relation X)e2 2 0 , follows readily from (1.4). If a is any non-null 0-ideal, the condition for fie a* is T(fia&) 2 91, i.e.
(1.5) a* = e:ct.
The conductor c(a) of an element a e 0 (with respect to 0 ) is defined to be the conductor of 91 [a] Proof. The discriminant-ideal of 0$ over 91$ obviously contains X)91$. Since the elements .of 0$ are those of the form u~1 o l (u e S, a e 0 ) , the reverse inequal D(uxl a,x, ..., u fo c j -(ux ... un)~2 D(al f wherein ux . argument disposes of the different-ideal. The rest of (1.7) is included in (1.8), which asserts that the relation ^en*91$ is necessary and sufficient for 7'(/?rt91$) 2 91$. The sufficiency follows from the simplest properties of the trace. Conversely, suppose that rt) 2 91$. Because tt has a finite 91-basis, there exists u e S su T heorem 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for 0 p to possess an 9 of n terms is that £)9 lp be a principal ideal of^fip.
The necessity is trivial, from (1.7) and the transformation law for discriminants. When £)91p is a principal ideal of 91p there exist, by (8.8), elements (ox, ...,Q)n of 0 such that D91p = D («1, ...,<y").91p. ]
A device borrowed from the classical theory completes the proof. Any element a e 0 p is expressible as a -ax0)xJr ..,-\-an0)n with ai eK ; and here, by the transformation law for discriminants, afD ((oX) ...,(on) = D((ox, ...,^_ 1}a,w/+1, ..., an)e X)91p.
Thus af e 91p, a(e 91p, and consequently o)Xi ...,(on is an 91p-basis for 0 p.
C orollary (using (8.6 ) and (8.7)). Suppose X) has a finite 91 Then X) is i f and only i f for every p, 0 p has an n-term ^fip-basis.
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Theorem 2. Let p be a maximal ideal ( o f91).
(1)
I f3 P possesses an n-term ftp-basis, the algebra 3 / p 3 over the field ft/p has rank n. If, in fact, 3 = p 3 + ft [a] , the theorem shows that 3 p = ftp [a] . The conductor of ftp[a] with respect to 3 P, which by (1.6) and (1.7) is d(at) . e 3 p = d(ct) eftp ftp, therefore contains unity; so c (a) contains an element of ft not in p . Conversely, the relation c (a) n ft $ p implies that 1 e p -f c(a), whence 3 ^ p 3 + c(a) 3 £ p<3 + ft [a] .
Results obtained by Muhly (1943) indicate that the general problem of finding workable conditions sufficient for 3 to have an w-term ft-basis is too difficult to be tackled at present. The corresponding local problem^-conditions for 3 P to have an w-term ftp-basis-is probably much simpler ; but of course Theorems 1 and 2 cannot be regarded* as a solution. It would be natural to include the following among the postulates: (i) ft = ftp a unique factorization domain, (ii) 3 = 3 P integrally closed. Assuming (i), it would be enough to find conditions sufficient for D to be a y-ideal § of ft. Since Theorem 3 shows that under certain circumstances e is a v-ideal of 3 , it seems that (3.13) may be relevant; a solution of the problem might well come through some improvement in norm theory. 
O n the complementary ideal
When 91 is a Z.P.I. ringf and 3 is integrally closed, the ideals b and e defined in § 1 satisfy the equation be = 3 , subject to certain safeguards. That is the content of Lemma 1, a classical theorem, although the proof below is not entirely orthodox. It is also known that the method of prime ideal quotient rings J enables the bulk of the classical theory to be generalized to the case when 91 is a y-Z.P.I. ring. In that case (with safeguards, etc.) one would expect to find the product be '^-equivalent' to 3 , i.e. 6 : be = 3 . This is true under the conditions of Theorem 3, and follows at once from the latter; but, under such conditions, the theorem shows further that e is a Lemma 1. Assume that 3 is integrally closed, 91 a ring, and that the field 3/q is separable over 9t/(qn 91),/or every non-null prime ideal q o f0. The Disregard the trivial case when 91 has a finite number of elements, and so is a field. In view of (1.6) and the remark in § 1 that be £ 3 , it will be enough to prove the following:
Given any non-null prime ideal q.of 3 , there exists an ae 0 such that c(a) $q.
Let qn 9! -p ,p 3 = q*f), where s^l , and the integral 0-ideal I) is not divisible by q. Because the only 0-ideals between 0 and q5 are powers of q, Theorem 20 supplies an element o c e0 primitive for 0/qs over 9I/p, which may be chosen so that aylO mod q. A element congruent to a mod qs shares these properties. It can therefore be arranged that a=0modl), and further that a be a primitive element for L over K. Thus a*+1ct£c(a), whence c(a) $q. For any minimal prime ideal p of 91, 9lp is a Z.P.I. ring, and the same is therefore true of 3 P. (In fact, both are principal ideal rings.) By the theory of quotient rings (Grell (1927 a) ; also in § 13 of Grundy (1942)), every non-null prime ideal of 0 p has the form q 0 p, where q is a minimal prime ideal of 0 such that qn 9t = p. It is also a standard result, formulated more exactly in (4.4), that the structure of the quotient fields of 9I/p and 0/q is the same as that of the fields 9L/p9tp and 0 "/q 0 p. Thus 9L and 0 p satisfy the conditions of Lemma L Since always be £ 3 , it is only necessary to prove that 3 :b £ e ; consider any /?e 0:b. complementary ideal of 0 p over
T (fiS p) s % i and a fortiori T{p& )& % .
Since 91= H 9lp, where p runs through all minimal prime ideals of it follows that I . y?ee.
Corollary. Under the conditions of the t h e o r e m , t(oc) is a of a
A special case of Theorem 3, stated in a form equivalent to the Corollary, was proved by Schmeidler (1928) . Some remarks on his paper will be found in footnote §, p. 296.
N orm theory
The norm process adopted in this paper differs from that of Fitting (1937) , the most obvious difference being that here the determinants are exclusively of order . The choice between the various definitions is a question which cannot yet be regarded as settled. The present definition can at least claim serious consideration, on the grounds that it agrees with the 'classical' definition, and that most of the standard theorems of classical norm theory are special cases of the results of this section, f Moreover, these results are closely connected with the problem mentioned at the end of § 1; it is hoped that they will help to suggest a method for its solution.
In order to avoid trivial exceptional cases, attention is restricted to modules of a class //, defined as follows: The class H shall consist of all 91-m such that both 0 :rrt4= (0) andvsx:04= (0). It is clear that every non-null 0-ideal belongs to H, and hence, using (1.3), that necessary and sufficient conditions for m to belong to H are: (i) TTt^9l.(a1, ...,a n), with some al5 ...,a n€ /,, and (ii) m contains n linearly independent elements. The product of a finite number of members of //belongs to //; in fact, //is closed under the four operations + and n . The module complementary to a member of also belongs to H. When the maximal condition holds in 91, every member of H has a finite 91-basis.
Clarendon type Greek letters are used to stand for ordered sets of n elements of thus a stands for the set cq, If to is a ZT-basis of L, there exist unique elements a{je K such that a. == The determinant | a{j | is denoted by N(a; to). Several properties of this j symbol follow at once from linear algebra and the elements of the theory of the regular representation of L:
JV(a;to)e9I and to .Y(a;to) e9L (a). Definition. For any modules m,tt of the class H, the norm of nt with respect to n (over 91), iV(m;rt), is the 9t-module generated by the elements N(a ; (3), for all a, (3 satisfying It is an immediate consequence of (3.1) that 7V(m;rt) a non-null . Further, from (3.1) and (3.2), (3.4) I f n ts tt (both members of H), then Y(m;n) s9 t, niV(m;rt) sm . A property of complementary modules is relevant at this point:
is the intersection of all modules tt which contain m and possess an w-term 9t-basis.
Any such n contains m**, because rt** = n. The fact that fl n <=m ** is seen by remarking that nt* (which also belongs to H) is the union of modules of the form 91. (to), with to linearly independent over K. This shows that Yp(m;tt) ^9?p. iV(m;tt), and completes the proof that Yp(nt;n) = 9 Ip.Y(tn;n).
The intersection formula follows from (8.1).
(3.8) Suppose that m, It e i/, and that n has a finite 91-basis. If A(m;tt) is an inversive l 91-ideal, then ttx 91p and n*9Ip have 9!p-bases of n terms, for every prime ideal p of 91.
Proof. Assume for the moment that 91 = 91p. According to (8.6) and (8. The conditions imply that 1) has a finite 91-basis, by (8.5). The first equation is another deduction from Theorem 4: Np(a;b) = Yp(af);bl)), because f)9Ip is a principal idealf of 6 p. The second equation follows from the first, using (3.5).
Connexion with £>. An inspection of (3.3) shows that in every case Y (6 ;e )
If 6 (and therefore e) has an w-term 91-basis, the sign of equality will hold. This last remark can be extended, in the usual way, by means of Theorem 4; using (1.7), we deduce (3.12) Suppose that 6 and c have finite 91-bases, and that 6p has an w-term 9lp-basis, for every maximal ideal p of 91. Then Y (6 ; t = X).
(3.13) Iff e* = 0 , N(<5;t) is integrally dependent on D.
Proof. Consider any a and p* such that 9t. («)■£ 0 , 91. (p*) 2 e ; denote the basis comple mentary to p* by p. As noted in (3.3), {A(a;P*)}2 = D(a) D(p). Because e* = 0 , P is contained in 6 . Thus N(<S; e), being generated by certain elements whose squares belong to £)2, is integrally dependent on !D.
General ramification theory
As a preliminary to the main topics of this and the following sections, the existence and properties of the prime ideals of 0 which lie over a given prime ideal of 91 must first be considered. A prime 0-ideal q is said to lie over p if q n 91 = p.
Because 0 is integrally dependent on 9t,0/q is integrally dependent on (9t + q)/q, for any prime ideal q of 0. The degree and reduced degree of the quotient field of 0/q (the residue field of q) over that of (9t+q)/q are called the degree and reduced degree of q over'91. By a well-known identification principle,f (9l + q)/q may be identified with 9t/p, where p = qn 91. Thus one may speak of the degree, separability, etc., of the residue field of q over that of p. When p is maximal, any polynomial over 91 is congruent mod p to a product of polynomials irreducible mod p, and this factorization mod p is unique modp.
(4.1) Suppose that p is maximal, and that q is a prime 0-ideal lying over p. ,ym ) to be a polynomial over 91 modp is S(*;#i> = g(x) • The proof is completed by applications of Gauss's Lemma. The polynomial g(x) of (4.1), whose non-leading coefficients naturally are only unique modp, is known as the minimal polynomial of 6 modq.
(4.2) The prime 0-ideals lying over p correspond 1-1 with the prime 0 p-ideals lying over p9tp, the correspondence being that between contracted and extended ideals.
The assertion follows from the theory of quotient rings (e.g. from Grundy 1942, § 13).
(4.3) Suppose q is a prime 0-ideal lying over p. Then the quotient ring of 0 p with respect to q 0 p is 0^. In the 1-1 correspondence (of extended and contracted ideals) between all integral 0 p-ideals and those integral 0-ideals a such that ap = a, (i) q 0 p-primary ideals of 0 p correspond to q-primary ideals of 0 ; (ii) the isolated component of p 0 p with respect to q 0 p corresponds to (p0)q. For proof, every element of the quotient ring < r> of 0 p with respect to q 0 p is expressible as aa~l(fib~l)~l, with o c, fte (£; a, be${; a, b O mod p ; 0 mod q. S i n c e~1, it is clear that £j £ 0 q. The reverse inequality, $ 2 0 q, follows from the fact that i (<*<»") * S = q.
Of the remarks about the 1-1 correspondence, (i) follows from quotient-ring theory (e.g. from Grundy 1942, § 13). Finally, the result just proved for ^ shows that the isolated com ponent of p 0 p with respect to q0" is (p 0 a) 0 0 ; and to justify (ii) it is only necessary to add that (p 0 q) n S p^S = (p 0 q) n S -(p 0 )q. (4.4) Suppose q is a prime 0-ideal lying over p, the residue field of p being embedded in that of q according to the identification principle. Then another application of the identification principle sends these fields into the residue fields of p91p and q 0 p respectively.
Like ( 
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and because <3 n q3« =q.
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where a is any integral ideal of 91. If p is a minimal prime over-ideal of a, the isolated components (a 6 )qr are respectively qT-primary ((4.7) and Theorem 15). When p is a maximal ideal, and a is p-primary, every element of 91 not in p has in 91 an inverse mod a. It is easy to deduce that (a S )p = 0 0 ; hence a refinement of (4.8) is obtained: a{ are all congruent to zero m odp. Proofs The condition stated is obviously sufficient for A to be congruent to zero mod fl qT. In the proof of its necessity, let the coefficients of the distinct power-products in A be ocx, ...,0*. Let A/j be the smallest normal extension-field of containing al5 ...,a z; let M2 be the smallest field containing M x and L r 3^ the integral cl integral closure of 9! in M2. Every prime X2-ideal r lying over p lies over one of the qT, and consequently contains cq, ...,a z. By Theorem 5, every prime X pideals lying over p is the contracted ideal of such an r. Hence al5. .., < xz e f ls ; and this property is shared by the conjugates of the over K, since the aggregate of all s is obviously invariant under the Galois group of Mx over K. It follows that (4.11) The number of prime ideals of & lying over p is finite, at most n. The finiteness could be deduced from the Conjugates Theorem of Krull (1937) , but a direct proof of (4.11) is easy. Assume, without loss of generality, that p is maximal. If there existed distinct q0, ...,q w lying over p, one could choose 7*6 0 , making y07o+ ••• +#"7 § congruent to #;modCfc {yt indeterminates; i = .. ^o7o+ would have the » + l m odp factors x -y0i ...,x -yn, which is impossible. Conventions. For the rest of Part I, the prime ideals of (0 lying over p will be denoted by ql5 ...,q e. The degree (finite or 00) of q, will be denoted by n(, and its reduced degree by n\. The ramification rank p{ of qf is defined in § 6. The proof of Theorem 6 also discloses that, when p $ 1), and 9t/p has an infinite number of elements, there exists ae (3 such that D (a )# 0 m o d p . When p $ D , and p is maximal, elements w1? ...,«" of 6 form an 9t/p-basis for <S/p6 if and only if ...,<y")#0modp. These corollaries are equally relevant as supplements to Theorems 7 and 10.
It goes without saying that the general discriminant theorem contributes enormously towards the solution of the central problems of ramification theory-viz. Given p, what can be said about (a) the isolated primary components (p 0 )q* of p S , and (b) the residue fields of the q£? The theorem provides a sufficient condition for the (p S )qi to be prime ideals, coupled with the separability of the residue fields of the qt .; but that condition is not universally necessary, as Krull himself has remarked. It will be shown, in Theorem 7, that the condition is neces sary as well as sufficient when & has a finite 91-basis. A related question, in geometrical applications, is whether (p S )q = ql9 and the residue field of qL is separable, irrespective of the behaviour of q2, ...,qe. T hat is a question untouched by the general discriminant theorem; it is solved, under the assumption that p is 'strongly convergent', by Theorem 13.
T heorem 7 .f Suppose that 0 has a finite basis. Then the following two propositions are equi valent: (i) p $ £ ); (ii) (p 0 )q. = q2 -, and the residue field of q2 separable over that of p, for all With Theorem 6 already available, it only remains to show that (ii) implies the in equality n\ -\ -... + w'>w. The problem is transferred to 9?p and 0 p by (4.3) and (4.4), so it may be assumed without loss of generality that p is a maximal ideal. In that case, when (ii) holds, 0 / p 0 is a semi-simple separable algebra of rank -...4-re* over 91/p. By Theorem 2 (2), the rank of 0 / p 0 over 91/p is at least n.
L emmas on convergent prime ideals
It has been mentioned that certain problems in ramification theory are untouched by the theory of the discriminant-ideal, as represented by Theorems 6 and 7. The rest of Part I is devoted to such problems. The results of § § 6 and 7, applicable to strongly convergent prime ideals, are generalizations of the main classical theorems on prime ideal structure associated with the classical different-theorem.$ The need for such generalizations is placed beyond doubt by the fact that a case of Theorem 13 has already been used in the geometrical papers of Zariski. In § 7 there is also a discriminant theorem, Theorem 10, which to some extent overlaps Theorem 7, If the maximal condition holds in 91, every prime ideal of 91 is strongly The first step towards a generalization of the kind effected here was taken by Zariski, who proved special cases of Theorems 9 and 13 (Theorems 4 and 7 of Zariski (1939); Theorem 11 of Zariski (1940)). As far as I am aware, the only previous theorems of this type other than those mentioned above, apart from the general discriminant theorem, are to be found in the theory of complete (rank 1) evaluated fields.
convergent (Krull 1928) . Thus the results on strongly convergent prime ideals are valid in the integral domains most frequently used in algebraic geometry.
The key to the theorems on prime ideal structure is Theorem 8, proved in § 6 for convergent prime ideals. This represents a further gain in generality; the maximal ideal of a rank 1 valuation ring is always convergent, but is strongly "convergent only in the simple case when the valuation is discrete.
The present section is entirely occupied by lemmas. Notwithstanding the title, Lemmas 3, 5, and 6 are independent of the notion of convergence.
Definitions. A prime ideal p of 91 is convergent it lim (ar)P = (0), , r-> ■ 00
for every 91-ideal a s p with a finite 91-basis; p is strongly convergent if lim (pr)P = (0).
(5.1) p is convergent if and only if the maximal ideal p9lp of 9?p is convergent, and p is strongly convergent if and only if p9Ip is strongly convergent.
T hat the convergence of p9Ip is sufficient for the convergence of p is made obvious by the relation (ar)p = (ar9lp) n 91. To prove its necessity, note that any 9Ip-finite ideal b $ p9lp has the form b = Ci9tp, where a £ p is an 91-ideal with a finite 91-basis. If u~1a (m, tf€9i;tf=h 0; z/^Omodp) belonged to br for all r, a would belong to br a 91 = (dr)p for all r, contrary to the definition of convergence. The proof of (5.1) for strong convergence is similar. ..., y j is strongly convergent.
This result explains why the use of indeterminates is effective in § § 6 and 7. Direct applica tions of (5.2) will not be made in those sections, although doubtless it would be possible to do so. Instead, the following extension of Lemma 2 will be used: 
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f See § 9 of Priifer (1932).
Given any element tjr of (ar6 ) p. After noting that the lemma is trivially true when r = 1, the proof is obtained by induction over r^2 . Assuming the existence of f r_x such that
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A r -i = a (<?i). 5 ( A -i ) s r t o ')> 5 (Ar-l + Q = 5 ( A r -l ) + & , (Ar-l) (ll)
for any f e q p 1. It only remains to take f r -f t i + congruence Such elements C -i€(li_1 exisL because g\Pr-\)^g ' Omodqj. The next lemma is concerned with 'higher congruences'. In the most intelligible case, when m = 0, it is essentially equivalent to a theorem about polynomials over a field complete with respect to a rank 1 valuation;! in number theory, with appropriate specializations, it appears as the second theorem of Schonemann.L emma 6. Let p be a maximal ideal of$l, yx, ...,ym , andf(x),g(x) ,h(x) monic polynomials in x over 9f[yl3..., ym ], such that
Suppose further that g(x) and h{x) have no common factor mod p.
Then for every 1 there exist an element wr of^fi[yXi. ..,y 9l[y i, both having leading coefficient wr, with the following properties:
where a s p is a finite %1-ideal independent of r. When 0, may be replaced by unity. We use the abbreviation 'd e g / 5 for the ^-degree of/(* ); similarly with any other poly nomial in * over ...,y w J. Let d e g / = t. Gauss's lemma shows at once that the images of g(x) and h ( x) modp are mutually prime polynomials in x over , ...,y m), where f is the field 9t/p. By an elementary theorem applied to polynomials over f(yl5 . ..,ym), there exist JTe9l[ yu and polynomials U^.V^x ) over 9*[yl5 such that
Since congruences of polynomials mod p involve only a finite number of coefficients, there is a finite 91-ideal a s p , such th atf{x)^g {x) h mod a, and
The lemma is verified when r = 1, with wl -1, " £(*)> and proceed by induction over r^2 , assuming the existence of j, and 1(x). The difference
has ^-degree less than t> and its coeffic of a r" 1.9l[y1, '...,ym ]. Multiplying (5.3) by these coefficients, and adding, it follows that With these substitutions,
=ur-i W v i W (ar) = 0 (ar), since 2r-2> r.
Convergent prime ideals
D efinition. Supposing that p is a convergent maximal ideal (of 91), consider sets of elements hu ...9a c S , with the following property: There exist a finite 91-ideal a s p , and a non-zero element c e 91, such that c © s 9 t.(a " ...,a ,)} + (arS ) ,1 for a11 r> 1-The ramification rank P l ofcij is the smallest value otp for which such a set a"exists. T ramification ranks ...,pe of C |2> are defined similarly.
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Clearly (by (1.3) ) the p{ exist and are not greater than n, A defin convergent but not necessarily maximal is given later in this section. The definitions are restricted to convergent p, because it is only when p is convergent that we have a proof of their consistency. So far as this paper is concerned, the real significance of the pt is expressed by Theorem 8.
Theorem 8. Suppose that ip is a convergent maximal
, and let 6 be any element ..., where yx, ...,ym are indeterminates (m>0). Write its minimal polynomial mod C fc, and let the x-degree of gt(x) be Then p{ is divisible by and 1 The well-known case when 9t is a field can be dismissed at the outset; it may therefore be assumed that p=f=(0). There exist yXi 7*€ <3, satisfying the
with respect to the pairwise disjoint ideals qr B infinitely many elements; consequently it can be arranged further that 
.)ze).
After these preliminaries, the proof of Theorem 8 falls into four parts: in (1), it is shown that £ F(x) is congruent modp to n (Q(*))**, where the l{ are strictly positive integers; in (2), it is shown that in (3), the inequality px + ... is derived from part (1); and in (4) these results are collected together to complete the proof.
(1) Since F(x) = 0 = 0 modq.,F(x) is divisible modp by each of the mutually incon-| gruent irreducible modp polynomials G^x), and hence also by their product. The modp ! factorization of F(x) thus has the form
where the l{ are strictly positive integers, and H(x) is a monic polynomial in x over such that fj(x )^0 (q{) (t = 1, ...,*). 1 f These two properties of* are important in the proof If it were practicable to confine attention to the olynomial of an element o te <5, assumed to have the analogous properties, the whole discusslon could be simplified considerably; the appeals to Lemmas 3 and 4, and the introduction of the z-, could be avoided.
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Then there exist aijre 91, such that ci 2 aijr*j (PrS ) qi = 1,
As in part (2) of the proof of Theorem 8, it follows that
J | C\Vl
where Orl(#) denotes the determinant \x8ij -aijr\. Similarly, the ®r2(*),..., Ow(*) over 91, of degrees er2, ...,(re, and non-zero elements such that
Using the strong convergence of p through Lemma 2', it is deduced that ILf<+1/?< r< is linearly dependent on y^i+-+<r,-i, i over This would contradict the primitivety of/? unless 0*1 H -• • • +
The following result analogous to (7.1) forms part of the proof of Theorem 11. (It would also have been possible to use (7.3) in the proof of Lemma 1.)
Suppose that p is a maximal ideal (of 91), t an integer between 1 and and m an 91-submodule of (3 such that 6 = tn + n (p<3)q..
K j<t
Then
(S = m '+ H (pr3 ) q. f o r a n y r^l.
l< j< t
It must first be observed that fl (p<3)q. = = ■ p 6 + n (pr6 ) q. for any f > l .
In fact, the ideals (pr<3)q. are respectively q-primary, so the only prime over-ideals of their (direct) meet are <b, ...,qd the right-hand side is therefore the meet of its isolated com ponents with respect to q1?..., q< 5 by (8.2). Hence the right-hand side contains the left; but the reverse inequality is obvious. Substituting back, therefore 6 = p S + m + D (pr6 ) q..
From this, using (7T), it follows that 6 = prS + m + n (prS )q > . where denotes the depth of the (5-ideal (p<3)q.. I f further, 0/p<3 has rank n over 91/p, the sign of equality may be inserted.
In the proof that n {^p x, it is naturally assumed that Aj oo. It is well known that every composition-factor of the (3-module 3 /( p 3 ) qi is module-isomorphic to <5/ql9 and thence that the rank of 0/< p0)qi qua ft/p-module is M i-A ccordingly, let elements al5 ...,aniAl of 6 form an ft/p-basis for 0 /( p 6 ) qi: The rest of the theorem, except for the equation p{ = n f, is included in (9.5) and Theorem 20. The fact that■pi = n f is an immediate consequence of Theorem 8.
The following result is a partial converse of Theorem 12:
(7.4) If p is maximal, and ft/p has characteristic zero, and if the exponent of (p0)q. is equal to its depth for all i -1, then 0 /p 0 has a primitive eleme
In that case the exponent and depth are finite, by (4.12). The theorems of § 9 are therefore applicable to 0 /p 0 , which has a primitive element over 91/p by Theorems 20 and 18.
The situation considered in Theorem 12 is somewhat special: there may be no element with the property postulated for a, even when 0 / p 0 has rank n over 91/p. An example is given on p. 272 of Zariski (1939) , where the exponent of (p 0 )q is less than pxJnx. On the other hand, in a case important in the theory of algebraic curves-91 the ring of polynomials in one variable over a field of characteristic zero, and 0 integrally closed-the conditions of (7.4) are fulfilled for every non-null p. That is largely why the Different-Theorem of Dedekind & Weber (1882) is easier than the corresponding theorem for algebraic numbers.
(7.5) Suppose that p is maximal, and 0 /q L separable over 91/p. Then there exists ae & such that (i) a is primitive for &/q1 over 91/p; (ii) gx( a ) f 0 mod qj (j = 2,...,«), where ^(x) is the minimal polynomial of amodp!-Proof. Let /? be an element of 0 , primitive for 0 /q j over 91/p, and let its minimal poly nomial mod qL be gi(x). It can be arranged that do not belong to q j; for that is inevitable when nx > 1, and is easily secured when nx = 1. Taking a In the proof it is assumed that p is maximal as well as strongly convergent, this restriction befog justified by (5.1), (1.7), (4. This section contains an outline of some results in the ideal theory of an arbitrary integral domain 91; its scope is limited to supplying the needs of Part I. The restriction to integral domains is convenient, but not always essential. For a systematic account of the theory, reference should be made to Krull (1929) , or to the summary in n. 3 of Krull (1935) .
The fundamental theorems f are T heorem 14. Let a < = 9 X be an${-ideal. (8.5) Any inversive ideal has a finite basis. Suppose that ab = 91, and let the distinct maximal ideals of 91 be p 1? ...,p*. Because a is inversive, ap,<= a ; there exist elements a{e a such that atf O m odap2 (i = 1 ,...,/). There also exist cl3 . ..,q € 91, satisfying the congruences c{ = 1 modp •, c{= 0 modp^-(1 ^i q=j< t), with respect to the pairwise disjoint ideals p l5 ...,p*. Putting -... + 'atctt it is seen that <2^0 mod ap,. Thus ab £ p2 (all i )a lthough ab £ 91; = 9 consequently a = a91. The following simple result belonging to the same order of ideas is also used in Part I : (8.8) Suppose 1R has only one maximal ideal If a subset 91 of the quotient field of 91 generates a principal ideal, (91) = 691, then a generating element for (91) can be selected from 91.
In fact, 9I$6^P provided 6H=0; and any element of 691 not in 6^1 is an associate of 6.
C ommutative algebras
Some results in the theory of commutative algebras, which find numerous applications in Part I, are given here. In this section, A denotes a commutative algebra over a field f, of finite rank m >0 . It is assumed that A has unity, denoted by e3 and that 1 .e = e3 where 1 is the unity element of f. The zero elements of A and f are denoted by 0 and 0 respectively.
The definition of the regular representation, and definitions of the characteristic poly nomial and norm Y(a) and trace T if) of 3>n element oc € A, need not be reproduced here. The discriminant of a is defined to be D{o l ) -D(e3 ..., J) ; but it is not hard to provef that Z)(a) is equal to the discriminant of the characteristic polynomial of oc. It follows from the transformation law for discriminants that the discriminant of m linearly dependent elements of A is zero. Form-term bases of A over f, however, there are two possibilities: either every basis has zero discriminant (A has discriminant zero over f), or every basis has non-zero 
